A single platform. An industry’s needs.
S&P Global Market Intelligence’s Energy offering enables custom mapping, project tracking and deep assessment of the energy
sector. Whether you’re a developer, renewables firm, utility, or power generator, our platform meets your myriad needs.
We continually monitor thousands of power plant,
transmission, renewables and natural gas projects.
We distill the most valuable insights with our data,
news and analytics. You reap the rewards.

Efficiency, crystallized
Simplify sources
Visualize your market with our custom mapping tool. Quickly query with our Excel
Add-In, then fine-tune your analysis with customizable templates. Act quickly with
real-time articles from our Energy-focused news team. Review detailed regulation
and financials research on water, gas and electric utilities with research from
Regulatory Research Associates, a group within S&P Global Market Intelligence.

Identify opportunities
Locate areas of opportunities for new investment by examining regional supply and
demand, or reviewing consolidated project tracking and M&A, state and federal
regulatory restrictions. Track current market conditions and recent developments to
navigate tricky hurdles.

Quickly benchmark
Benchmark power plant operations to identify best-in-class facilities in efficiency
and production costs. See hourly load, forecasted load, and prices in one place.
Analyze indexes for every major hub and market.

Accurately forecast
With the Power Forecast tool in our Energy offering, you’re able to use a single source for
due diligence and forecasting. Integrate accurate projections into your strategy with power,
natural gas and coal price forecasts in one place. Valuate energy assets with 20-year
market indicative power curves or price forward capacity and energy at 28 pricing hubs.

Leverage market-leading data and news
Our Energy offering is built on our market-leading fundamental content, deep assetlevel data and industry-specific news from the SNL Energy database. From company
financials and commodity pricing, to detailed statistics, summaries, and project
tracking, SNL Energy data comprehensively covers industry subsectors like power,
natural gas, renewables and coal. Our news provides clients with essential sectorspecific, regulatory and financial updates.

About S&P Global Market Intelligence
S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial
and industry data, research, and news into tools that
help track performance, generate alpha, identify
investment ideas, understand competitive and industry
dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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